RULES FIS Summer Grand Prix NORDIC COMBINED 2012
(Specification for competition in Sochi/RUS)
Legend:
SGP-NC
= FIS Summer Grand Prix Nordic Combined

1.
1.1
1.1.1

Calendar Planning, Entry and Appointment of the Competitions
FIS Summer Grand Prix Nordic Combined
Each National Ski Association is entitled to apply to the Nordic Combined Committee for
SGP-NC competitions (individual and team competition) by the pre-established deadline.

1.1.2

The application has to be made two years in advance and on the official FIS entry form.
The application form must show the expiration date of the hill and course certificate.

1.1.3

The last SGP-NC event in this competition season is the SGP-NC final. In connection
with the SGP-NC final the overall SGP-NC prize-giving ceremony will take place.

1.2
1.2.1

Appointment of the WC-NC Events
The Nordic Combined Committee examines:
- the suitability of the hill and course in question for SGP-NC-competitions by
means of the valid certificate

1.2.2

According to the result of this evaluation and the proposed dates the Nordic Combined
Committee establishes a provisional SGP-NC-competition schedule. The final SGP-NCcompetition calendar for the current season requires the approval of the FIS Council.

1.3
1.3.1

Date Protection
Only one SGP-NC-event can take place on the same date.

1.4

Cancellations
In the events that the selected competition site cannot be used, the respective National
Ski Association must cancel the event(s) and this must be done at the latest eight (8)
days before the competition.

2.
2.1

Distribution of Points
Individual
1. place = 100 pts
2. place = 80 pts
3. place = 60 pts
4. place = 50 pts
5. place = 45 pts
6. place = 40 pts
7. place = 36 pts
8. place = 32 pts
9. place = 29 pts
10. place = 26 pts

2.2

Team
1. place = 400 pts
2. place = 350 pts
3. place = 300 pts
4. place = 250 pts

11. place = 24 pts
12. place = 22 pts
13. place = 20 pts
14. place = 18 pts
15. place = 16 pts
16. place = 15 pts
17. place = 14 pts
18. place = 13 pts
19. place = 12 pts
20. place = 11 pts

5. place = 200 pts
6. place = 150 pts
7. place = 100 pts
8. place = 50 pts

21. place = 10 pts
22. place = 9 pts
23. place = 8 pts
24. place = 7 pts
25. place = 6 pts
26. place = 5 pts
27. place = 4 pts
28. place = 3 pts
29. place = 2 pts
30. place = 1 pt

2.3

Team Sprint
1. place = 150 pts
2. place = 130 pts
3. place = 110 pts
4. place = 100 pts
5. place = 90 pts
6. place = 80 pts

7. place =
8. place =
9. place =
10. place =
11. place =
12. place =

70 pts
60 pts
50 pts
40 pts
30 pts
20 pts

3.
3.1

Grand Prix Evulation
Individual Evaluation
Overall winner of the FIS Summer Grand Prix is the athlete who took part in all competitions and has the highest number of points.

3.2

Nation Cup
The starting order of a Team competition is based on a Nation´s Cup ranking which
consists of the results per nation of Individual competitions, and the two best results per
nation of Team results. It means the best team of the leading nation starts with the
highest bib in jumping competition (see ICR 545.3). ). According to the quota a maximum of 3 Teams can start at a Team Sprint competition.

3.3

Team Sprint
Points from Team Sprint will be distributed to the individual ranking of each athlete. According to the number of the Nations quota a maximum of 3 Teams per Nation is allowed to start

4.
4.1

Competition Mode
Competition Conduct
The Summer Grand Prix is to be carried out according to the articles of the ICR and additional rule descriptions.

4.2

PCR/QR
The PCR/QR (qualification round) reduces the number of participants to 50 for the first
individual competition on a weekend. All competitors must participate in the PCR/QR. If
there is a second Individual Gundersen competition on a weekend the trial round will be
counted as a qualification. This qualification can’t be used as a PCR result. If the PCR
will be used on the second competition day all athletes can start at the Cross-Country
race.

4.3

Starting Order
The starting order of the FIS Summer Grand Prix will be determined by the current
Summer Grand Prix ranking. For the first event the final World Cup standing from the
previous season (2011/2012) is decisive. Competitors without points will be drawn.

4.4

Cross Country Race
For the FIS Summer Grand Prix “Roller Skis” will be used. The wearing of a helmet is
mandatory. During the race poles must be used. Glasses are mandatory. Protectors (for
elbows and knees) are recommended.

5.

Material – Commitments „Roller Skis“
The competitor will receive „Roller skis“ for the competition. The service for the “Roller
skis” will be made by the producing company. The distribution will be made by draw.
Manipulation on the “Roller skis” in any way will be punished with disqualification.
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6.

Control of Equipment
Equipment controls take part according to the latest definition of FIS.

7.

Quota of Participants
The following quota per Nation has the right to start at the Summer Grand Prix 2012.
The host nation has the right to enter an additional National Group of four (4) athletes.
Nation
NOR/GER/FRA
AUT/JPN/USA
Nations with Nations Cup ranking in
World Cup (ITA/CZE/FIN/SLO/SUI/
RUS/EST)
Nations without Nations Cup ranking
in World Cup

Starting Quota / Athletes
8
6
4

2

7.1

Allowed to start are:
a) Competitors, who have already gained WC-NC-points;
b) Competitors, who have already gained COC-NC points or SGP points;
c) Competitors, who take part last season on a COC, WC or JWSC competition

8.

FIS Officials
For every competition FIS will appoint a Technical Delegate, a TD-Assistant, a national
TD-Assistant, the RD-Assistant, the Equipment controller and five judges. The Organizing Committee is responsible for the cost of travel and accommodation for the all above
mentioned persons according to ICR.
The travel and accommodation for the technicians of the “Roller Skis”- company has to
be covered by the OC.

9.

Responsibility
The organizers which carry out the competition are not legally responsible for any type
of injury, accident, and/or damages. We indicate that it is the responsibility of each NSA
to have an the appropriate insurance covering their athletes.

10.
10.1

Financial Remarks
Accommodation
The organizer has to take over cost for accommodation for each Team according to the
quota.
Groups
1 (NOR/GER/FRA)
2 (AUT/JPN/USA)
3 (ITA/CZE/FIN/SLO/
SUI/RUS/EST)
3 (all others)

Quota accommodation
8+2
6+2
4+1
2+1

The OC has to offer the teams for additional accommodation not higher then € 75,- per
day including full board and one drink per meal according to the deadline at the entry
form.
10.2

Travel
The OC provide a financial support for the best 15 ranked Athletes from the past final
World Cup ranking with an amount of € 400,-.
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10.3

Prize money
Each organizer has to prepare for each competition € 10’000,- as prize money. The distribution of this prize money is following € 8’000,- goes to the athletes (Ind. 1.-6.place,
Team Sprint 1.-6.place) and € 2’000,- goes for a final prize money. For the overall ranking of the Summer Grand Prix the prize money will be distributed at the final competition
to the best 3 ranked athletes.

10.4

FIS Official and Service “Roller Skis”
The OC has to cover the cost according to art. 8

11.
11.1

Entries
Entries of number of participants
to each OC (see invitation)
until
18.06.2012
on the additional entry form

see enclosure 1

Entries by names of participants (all competitions)
to each OC (see invitation)
until
30.06.2012
on the additional entry form

see enclosure 2

11.2

12. TD and Judges Nomination

Ort / Place

TD
TDA
Nat.TDA

21./22.07.2012

Sochi/RUS

John Heilig/CAN
Günter Csar/AUT
Oleg Maltsev/RUS

25./26.08.2012

Oberwiesenthal/GER

Günter Csar/AUT
Stanislav Slavik/CZE
Uwe Mühln/GER

29.08.2012

Val di Fiemme/ITA

Arne-Olaf Sween/NOR
Uwe Mühln/GER
Arrigo Della Mea/ITA

31.08./01.09.2012

Oberstdorf /GER

Arne-Olaf Sween/NOR
Andrea Roggia/ITA
Uwe Mühln/GER

Datum/Date
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Sprungrichter / Judges
Kalinin Yury/RUS
Lisovskiy Vadim/RUS
Korobov Nikolay/KAZ
Pertile Ivo/ITA
Spitz Sandra/GER
Langer Andreas/GER
Thomas Jürgen/GER
Parma Jiri/CZE
Pochwala Lech/POL
Krautgartner Robert/AUT
Lunardi Ivan/ITA
Sambugaro Sandro/ITA
Benedik Branko/SLO
Krab Gerhard/AUT
Keller Christian/GER
Kimmig Peter/GER
Weise Peter/GER
Sambugaro Sandro/ITA
Kothleitner Hermann/AUT
Piazzini Fabrice/SUI
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